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 He shows that by consciously opening the doors of perception, we are able to reconnect with the
living intelligences in Nature as kindred beings, become again wild researchers, nondomesticated
explorers of a Gaian globe simply as Goethe, Barbara McClintock, James Lovelock, among others
have done. Provides exercises to directly perceive and interact with the complex, living, self-
organizing being that's Gaia • For as Einstein commented, “ Examines the ecological function of
invasive plant life, bacterial level of resistance to antibiotics, psychotropic vegetation and fungi, and
the human being species In Plant Cleverness and the Imaginal Realm, Stephen Harrod Buhner
reveals that life forms on Earth possess intelligence, language, a sense of I and not I, and the
capability to wish.A manual for opening the doors of perception and directly engaging the cleverness
of the Natural World • Reveals that each life form on the planet is highly smart and communicative •
He implies that human beings are not a plague on the planet, they have a particular ecological
function as vital that you Gaia as that of plant life and bacterias.” Buhner explains how to make use
of analogical thinking and imaginal perception to straight experience the inherent meanings that flow
through the world, which are expressed from each living type that surrounds us, and to directly
initiate conversation in exchange. He delves deeply in to the ecological function of invasive plant life,
bacterial level of resistance to antibiotics, psychotropic plants and fungi, and, most of all, the human
being species itself.We can not solve the issues facing us by using the same kind of convinced that
created them. Buhner demonstrates the capacity for depth connection and meaning-filled
conversation with the living globe is inherent in every human being. It really is as natural as
breathing, as the beating of our very own hearts, as our own desire to have intimacy and
appreciate. We can change how we think and in so doing start to address the down sides of our
times.
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  We have the capacity to actually Feeling this, feel it, understand it in the ways that all people
utilized to learn it, back before the current scientific paradigm--today too slowly changing--started to
convince us that we are all separate beings, and all of those other universe, including the rest of
"character", is basically mechanical and unconscious and cannot talk to us. Funny, intelligent Funny,
intelligent, enlightening and thought-provoking. I resisted the temptation setting myself the purpose of
responding only once I was finished. And now I've done that. It re-enforces things that many of us
possess intuitively believed for a long period, but it will it through cutting edge science that's
completely blowing my mind. His single little bit of advice was this: Whenever you encounter
something ask yourself: So how exactly does it feel?So I will tell you how this reserve feels. This
reserve feels heavy, not really the heaviness of its real weight, though it is not a short book, but the
heaviness the aged hippies referred to if they said, “That’s large, man. LOL. But it was not my
physical self that was embraced, it had been rather my natural mind; Excellent book. Everyone
should browse this book.. Evidently the author did much of the original mental work using
hallucinogenics and continuing his findings into non drugged claims. Or I could allow it rouse me. The
book feels full of arousal, awake for the one who would awaken. Therefore the book feels bright,
not dazzling and excellent in its lighting, not a brightness that causes squinting, but a brightness like
the moon, never caustic, but when it really is full adequate for many discoveries.The book is as
stocked with joy as a spring river with trout. It abounds with a power of the sort the old prophets
sensed when stirred by the contact of vision. It really is lithe such as a big cat moving in the forest; it
is a repetitious as the aged bardic chants composed of formulae proved helpful and reworked in
changing skeins. There's no way I can say words to get this done book justice. It has the humor of
clowns backstage removing their facepaint. Because the mystics and native medicine people have
been informing us forever, everything is linked, everything is conscious and communicates with
everything else, the earth is truly a conscious, continually evolving being which we and every other
living matter are interconnected expressions. OMG - absolutely amazing! Simply go through it. The
sense of dedication that breathes through this publication touched me, kept me as spell-bound as
you is held by a great recitation. But I've never quite found a guide to the center of the planet earth.
Why? It may change your life. I feel I am in the presence of a true friend. Do you sort of believe the
gaia hypothesis is certainly kind of true--you know, maybe on a mythical or metaphorical level? I
have a PhD in literature from Harvard. I taught in the academic world Buhner describes. AND I've
had those experiences in my existence which opened the doors of perception. I really like the
person who wrote this reserve though I am not likely ever to meet up him. EASILY could only hand
right down to my kids one reserve from all the books I've read, it will be this book. It really is like a
map---though not really the territory---a golden thread through the labyrinth.Feel? it’s the sensation
of having listened to an excellent song sung by a someone who has keep coming back from a long
journey with the desire to inspire me to visit there on my own. Can't recommend it more than
enough. It's long, 500 web pages, and you also have to go through it because he's really building a
case, but it's hard to put down. For being a book of technology, this has become one of my all-time
beloved books." just because there's so much in it, but there's no temptation to go through another
thing instead - or even to *do* another thing instead. One of his points is that people aren't likely to
survive as a viable species in any type we'd recognize, till we reanimate the earth and its Peoples -
the Animals, Vegetation, Amoeba, Bacteria, even Rocks. It becomes something to be
comprehended and respected – interacted with. Plant Cleverness by Stephen Harrod Buhner
requires character from being something dried out and dead, a thing to be taken apart and utilized,
and breathes life into it. Possibly the most important, mindblowing, astounding book I've ever read.
This may be the most important book you'll read this decade. Probably ever.In this book Stephen



Buhner proposed if you ask me, in a most personal way, that I undertake my re-education.Pay
attention, I am 73 year old. Would you like proof that it's absolutely, scientifically true? The science
presented here is amazing, paradigm shifting. It calls as sweetly because the morning hours doves
in my own garden, seductive, gentle, and hinting of intimacy.This book is changing my entire life.
Really enables you to expand your thinking and realize what we've missed each one of these
years. I'm actually not quite done reading the publication yet, but each chapter fills me with an
increase of amazement, more "aha, yes, YES!" occasions. I'm buying at least 2 even more copies
to provide to others. This is mandatory read book, one that COULD help us to draw back from the
precipice we are presently hanging over. We won't destroy the planet, though we are currently
carrying it out very serious harm. But we may succeed in getting ourselves eradicated as a sadly
failed experiment that was eventually too destructive to the rest of the living planet of which we have
been but one expression. It has the generosity of the potlatch. Just browse it, I totally guarantee you
will not become disappointed. Because this publication affirms something in me that needs affirming,
seeks to feel affirmed. It will absolutely astound you, unless you yourself are a leading edge
biologist--and possibly even then. Mine now on reading it: gratitude. it had been, ultimately, my heart.
I've so enjoyed the author's books on organic antivirals and antibiotics. To learn about the
connectedness of most things in the manner this author clarifies and substantiates his theories
rocked me and the close friends I switched onto the book. Many times throughout reading Plant
Cleverness and the Imaginal Realm I wanted to avoid and post my reaction to the book here about
Amazon.it'll rock you This is an incredible book. Twenty Stars This book is Life-Changing. One of my
favorite things to read. Haven't finished this book yet but it's fantastic. Actually from someone with a
far more rational, research based worldview it results in very grounded, while still inspiring a sense
of wonder. Worth the read This was a fairly heavy read. Anything by Stephen Buhner is successful.
That is a book that's difficult to end up being neutral about as the perspective presented can be all
encompassing. I knew at any moment I possibly could say, “Leave me alone,” and the publication
would depart. There is much to like here, but also some to issue. As is typical of all such books,
study supporting the presenter's view is given but not studies that don't agree or how variants of
other ideas will be relevant. The writer is clearly a very learned man with much knowledge of the
world and unafraid of keeping non traditional sights. I admire him for his deep work. This book will
get you thinking, that's for sure, and that is what really issues as you arrive to your personal
conclusions. Warning: If you don’t want wit and sarcasm, this reserve is not for you. You begin
thinking "Phew, made it to page 400! Along the way he introduces fascinating fresh science about
how perception works. We have been their *partners* on the Planet, not really their masters. The
author has a writing design that draws the reader in, and allows them to get dropped in the book.
Buhner provides challenged my knowledge and world-watch, and I am grateful to him for this. A
complete amazing must read! Because of this is a reserve of love if there is one and kindles love in
response. Its challenging - my mind hurts after 2 web pages!” Importance has its own kind of
weight, and the excess weight of this reserve settles onto my body, not in any oppressive way but
as if it were a liquid of warmth that conformed to every lineament of my physical personal. But it is
amazing. It requires a great deal for me to post a book being difficult to learn, but its not the big
terms - its the message. The writer gives exercises for developing this other method of sensing that
we all are capable of but have mostly experienced beaten and "educated" and conditioned out
folks.Feeling?! Solid knowledge we have to have gotten as children In a more evolved society, we
would have gotten this understanding as kids, and been a more peaceful, civilized world. This book
removes ignorance of the globe and how it really functions. Applying this understanding makes
everyone a better human being. Amazing Information.It is as if someone nudged me awake from my



rest, gently but insistently.. He's broadened my perspective on not only the plant world, but the
world of most organisms. It opened my eye and my brain to a world I did not know or understand.
Excellent book. I have begun to observe plants with a lot more respect than ever.
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